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Reconstruction of an entangled state in a cavity via Autler-Townes spectroscopy
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We present a scheme to reconstruct a two-mode entangled state in a high-Q cavity from the spontaneous
emission spectrum in a driven four-level atomic system. The two modes of the cavity field drive the upper three
levels of the atom and thus the spontaneous emission spectrum contains the information about the photon
statistics of the cavity field. Wigner function of the driving field is recovered from the photon statistics in a
straightforward manner.
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Entanglement and nonlocality are some of the most e
blematic concepts embodied in quantum mechanics@1#. The
nonlocal character of an entangled system is usually m
fested in quantum correlations between subsystems that
interacted in the past but are no longer interacting. The
istence of nonlocal correlations, or entanglement betw
parts of a composite system is at the heart of quantum in
mation theory @2–5#. In this Brief Report we present
scheme for the reconstruction of a two-mode entangled s
in a high-Q cavity as

uc~AB!&5 (
n1 ,n250

N21

Cn1 ,n2
un1&Aun2&B , ~1!

whereCn1 ,n2
is the probability amplitude of havingn1 pho-

tons in modeA andn2 photons in modeB.
The quantum state of a radiation field whether sing

mode or multimode, is completely described by the st
vector uc& for a pure state and by the density operatorr for
a mixed state. There are also some other representatio
terms of quasiprobability distributions such asP representa-
tion, Q representation, and Wigner function. One of the m
fundamental problems of state measurement is the re
struction of full information of the quantum state of a give
field. In general, we cannot measure precisely the quan
state in a single experiment. Instead, we perform differ
experiments on identically prepared objects. Then we m
infer the quantum state from the recorded statistical distri
tions of measured quantities. This idea was experiment
realized@6,7# in a quantum optical system proposed by Vog
and Risken@8#. In their scheme quadrature distributions
equally prepared light pulses were measured by homod
detection and from the set of quadrature distribution, Wig
function was reconstructed. Some other methods have
been proposed for the measurement of the field distribu
function @9#.

Most of these schemes are for the quantum state re
struction of a single-mode field in high-Q cavities. There are
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a few schemes also for the reconstruction of a multimo
field inside a cavity@10–12#. Recently a scheme has bee
presented for the reconstruction of an entangled state
cavity @12#. They used the idea that probability of atom
inversion after a two-level atom interacts with a cavity fie
is directly related to the Wigner characteristic function@13#.
But under their approximations, the reconstructed Wig
function does not contain all the information of the field. W
propose another scheme to reconstruct the Wigner func
of an entangled state, which contains full information of t
field. For this purpose we used the idea that quantum stat
radiation field can also be measured by measuring the
sorption and emission spectrum@14# in a driven system. In
the presence of driving fields, the atomic levels display St
splitting proportional to the Rabi frequency of the drivin
field. The emission or absorption spectra then have pe
which are displaced from the resonance by the Rabi
quency. For a quantized driving field, the associated R
frequencies are distributed according to the photon distri
tion function from which we can recover the photon stat
tics. Wigner function can then be reconstructed from
knowledge of photon statistics in a straightforward man
@15#.

For the determination of photon statistics of an entang
state~1! we propose to use Autler-Townes spectroscopy@16#.
Consider an entangled field state~1! inside a high-Q cavity
containingn1 photons in cavity modeA and n2 photons in
cavity modeB, as shown in Fig. 1. Photon distribution func
tion of this field can be obtained by sending a four-lev
atom initially prepared in levelua&, which interacts with two
modes of the cavity field. The atomic transitionuc1&2ua& is
resonant with cavity modeA while transition uc2&2ua& is
resonant with cavity modeB. The interaction timet of the
atom with the field is kept large as compared to the inve
of decay rateg of the atom so that during the passage of t
atom through the cavity, the atom radiates spontaneo
from level ua& to ub& at a rateg. The frequency of the spon
taneously emitted photon is measured. A complete spect
is obtained by repeating the experiment a number of tim
The spectrum contains the informations about photon sta
tics of the entangled cavity field, which can be recovered
the procedure mentioned below.

We start with the interaction picture Hamiltonian in th
dipole and rotating-wave approximation as

te
,
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H5\k1~ uc1&^aua11a1
†ua&^c1u!1\k2~ uc2&^aua21a2

†ua&

3^c2u!1\(
k

~gke
idktua&^bubk1gk* e2 idktbk

†ub&^au!.

~2!

This Hamiltonian contains three parts. First, two parts are
the interaction of the upper three levels of the atom with t
modes of cavity field having vacuum Rabi frequenciesk1

andk2 for each mode, whereasa1(a1†) anda2(a2
†) are the

annihilation~creation! operators of the two modesA andB,
respectively. The third part is for the interaction of lev
ua&2ub& with reservoir modek having coupling constantgk

and annihilation~creation! operatorbk(bk
†). The frequency of

the spontaneously emitted photon isnk , which is detuned
with the atomic transition frequencyvab as given by the
relation dk5vab2nk . The atom-field state vecto
uC (t)(AB)& can be written as

uC (t)~AB!&5 (
n1,n2

FCa,n1 ,n2,0k
~ t !ua,n1 ,n2,0k&

1Cc1 ,n1 ,n2,0k
~ t !uc1 ,n1 ,n2,0k &

1Cc2 ,n1 ,n2,0k
~ t !uc2 ,n1 ,n2,0k&

1(
k

Cb,n1 ,n2,1k
~ t !ub,n1 ,n2,1k&G , ~3!

whereCa,n1 ,n2,0k
(t), Cc1 ,n1 ,n2,0k

(t), andCc2 ,n1 ,n2,0k
(t) rep-

resent the probability amplitudes for the atom to be in
statesua&, uc1&, and uc2&, respectively, withn1 photons in
cavity modeA, n2 photons in cavity modeB, and no photon
in any reservoir mode. WhereasCb,n1 ,n2,1k

(t) is the probabil-

ity amplitude for the atom in levelub& with n1 andn2 pho-
tons in cavity modesA and B, respectively, and with one
photon in the reservoir modek. The interaction timet of the
atom with the field is kept large as compared to decay t
g21 of the atom so thatgt@1. Under this approximation the
atom decays spontaneously during the interaction with
field. A detector placed outside the cavity measures the
quency of the emitted photon. The spontaneous emis
spectrum is obtained by repeating the experiment a num
of times. The spectrum is proportional to the steady-s
expression ofCb,n1 ,n2,1k

(t) as

S~dk!5 (
n1 ,n250

N21

uCb,n1 ,n2,1k
~`!u2

5 (
n1 ,n250

N21

p~n1 ,n2!Sn1 ,n2
~dk!, ~4!

where p(n1 ,n2)5uCn1 ,n2
u2 is the photon statistics of th

two-mode driving field, and

Sn1 ,n2
~dk!5 ugk0

u2dk
2/@~k1

2n11k2
2n22dk

2!21dk
2g2/4# . ~5!

Here we have replacedgk by its value atk05vab /c, which
is a reasonable approximation in the region of interest. T
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function Sn1 ,n2
(dk) has double peaks~the well-known

Autler-Townes doublet! located atdk56Ak1
2n11k2

2n2. The
height of each peak is the same and is given by 4ugk0

u2/g2.

So at this position ofdk the peaks have a contribution on
from photon probability functionp(n1 ,n2). The plot of
S(dk) versusdk

2 gives a complete spectrum showing pea
located atk1

2n11k2
2n2 for each set ofn1 andn2. The spon-

taneous emission spectrum thus depends on the photon
bers in the two modesA andB driving the atomic transitions
uc1&2ua& and uc2&2ua&, respectively. Therefore the photo
statistics can be recovered from the knowledge of the sp
trum. The spectrum hasN2 peaks at the positionsk1

2n1

1k2
2n2. Each peak in the spectrumS(dk) will be clearly

resolved if the spacing between two consecutive peak
greater than the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of
each peak. The FWHM of these peaks are determined a

Dn1 ,n2
5 1

4 Ag4116g2~k1
2n11k2

2n2!. ~6!

Now comes the problem of determining the spacing betw
two consecutive peaks, which can be determined if the or
of the peak positions are known. The question of determi
tion of the order of peaks is nontrivial. It depends up
k1 , k2, andg. For k1 andk2 close to each other with a rati
of about 0.9, we get the peaks atnuk1

22k2
2u, wheren ranges

from 0 to N221. For n50 it represent a peak due to join
photon probabilityp(0,0). Forn51, there are two peaks du
to photon probabilitiesp(0,1) andp(1,0), and so on until the
last peak represents the photon probabilityp(n,n). The spac-
ing between two consecutive peaks then comes out asuk1

2

2k2
2u. The condition for the resolution of peaks then b

comes

~ uk1
22k2

2u!/~gAk1
2n11k2

2n2!.1. ~7!

FIG. 1. An entangled field state inside a high-Q cavity having
two modes of radiationA andB. Two classical field generators ar
used to displace the two modes of the field to reconstruct
Wigner function. A detector is used to measure the frequency of
spontaneously emitted photon. A four-level atom interacts with c
ity modesA andB via atomic transitionsuc1&2ua& and uc2&2ua&,
respectively.
5-2
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The peaks of the spectrum merge with each other with
increase in the difference betweenk1 and k2. The peaks
again becomes distinguishable whenk1 andk2 are far apart
with the consecutive peaks differencek1

2 if k1
2,k2

2 andk2
2 if

k1
2.k2

2. Then the condition for the resolution of the pea
comes out to be

~ki
2!/~gAk1

2n11k2
2n2!.1, ~8!

where ki5k1 or k2 whichever is less. Under these cond
tions, the functionSn1 ,n2

(dk) behaves like a delta functio

centered atk1
2n11k2

2n2. The complete spontaneous emissi
spectrum consists of contributions from all the photons ex
tations in the photon distribution functionp(n1 ,n2). So by
knowing the spectrum values only at the points where
peaks occur and then after proper normalization we can
the photon distribution functionp(n1 ,n2). The two-mode
photon statistics and spontaneous emission spectrum foN
55 are shown in Fig. 2. This spectrum is taken for the c
when the values ofk1 and k2 are close together and for
minimum value of the parameter (k1

22k2
2)/(2gAk1

21k2
2)

51.16. Photon statistics is then reconstructed from this sp
trum by the procedure mentioned earlier. The result sho
that the original and reconstructed photon distributions of
entangled state~1! are in good agreement.

FIG. 2. ~a! Original photon statistics of entangled field sta
uc(AB)&5(n1 ,n250

4 Cn1 ,n2
un1&Aun2&B. ~b! Spontaneous emissio

spectrum when the above three levels of a four-level atom
driven by the above-mentioned entangled state withk1

2

2k2
2)/(2gAk1

21k2
2)51.16. ~c! Reconstructed photon statistics.
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Now we shall discuss how the Wigner function can
reconstructed from the spontaneous emission spectrum.
photon statistics of the cavity field allows us to calculate
Wigner function at the origin of the phase space. It has b
pointed out by Royer@17# that the complete Wigner function
can be obtained by shifting the system or equivalently
frame of reference in phase space. It is shown by Banas
and Wodkiewicz that the shifting of the system can
achieved by attaching a coherent state with the signal fi
@18#. The scanned quasidistribution then gives the Wig
function of the signal field. In our scheme to get the Wign
function of the entangled state~1! we propose to displace
each mode by injecting coherent statesu2a1& and u2a2&
into the cavity. Wherea i ( i 51,2) are the complex number
characterizing the amplitude and phase of the shifts. Exp
mentally this operation is carried out by coupling two res
nant classical oscillators to the cavity modesA andB, respec-
tively ~see Fig. 1!. The displaced entangled field is the
written as

ucD~AB!&5D†~a1!D†~a2!uc0~AB!&, ~9!

where uc0(AB)& is the initially prepared entangled state
the cavity, whileD(a i)( i 51,2) are the displacement oper
tors given as

D~a i !5exp~a iai
†2a i* ai !. ~10!

In this scheme we show that spectrum with no injected fi
(a15a250) yields the photon distribution function. In ad
dition the spectrum for each value ofa1 and a2 gives the
two-mode Wigner functionW(a1 ,a2 ,a1* ,a2* ) in a straight-
forward way as@15#

Ws~a1 ,a2 ,a1* ,a2* !5
4

p2 (
n1 ,n250

N21

~21!n11n2

3ps~n1 ,n2 ,a1 ,a2!, ~11!

where ps(n1 ,n2 ,a1 ,a2) is the photon statistics of a
displaced entangled state. Thus, the two-mode Wigner fu
tion of an entangled field state can be found directly if t
photon statistics of the displaced state~9! is known for all
values of a1 and a2. The Autler-Townes spectrumS(dk)
depends on the complex amplitudesa1 and a2 and it has
peak values at each set ofn1 and n2. If we want to recon-
struct the photon distribution functionps(n1 ,n2 ,a1 ,a2)
from the spectrum, the only meaningful values ofdk

2 are
k1

2n11k2
2n2 for different sets ofn1 and n2. The recon-

structed photon distribution of the displaced state is there
given by those values in the spectrum wheredk

25k1
2n1

1k2
2n2. We may write it as

ps~n1 ,n2 ,a1 ,a2!

5
1

Nu
(

m1 ,m250

N21

3
p~m1 ,m2 ,a1 ,a2!ugk0

u2~k1
2n11k2

2n2!

~k1
2~m12n1!1k2

2~m22n2!!21~k1
2n11k2

2n2!g2/4
,

~12!

re
5-3
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whereNu is the normalization constant. It may be noted th
the spontaneous emission spectrum for given values of
jected fieldsu2a1& and u2a2& gives the Wigner function a
pointsa1 anda2 in the complex plane and we have to obta
the spontaneous emission spectra for different values oa1
anda2 to reconstruct the complete Wigner function.

Since we are considering an entangled state~1!, the pho-
ton statistics of the entangled state after the injection of
herent statesu2a1& and u2a2& is given by

p~n1 ,n2 ,a1 ,a2!5u^n1 ,n2uD†~a1!D†~a2!uc0~AB!&u2,
~13!

whereuc0(AB)& is the initial entangled state~1!. On substi-
tuting it in Eq. ~13! and using

^muD†~a i !un&5Am!

n!
expF2

ua i u2

2 G~a i* !n2mLm
n2m~ ua i u2!,

~14!

whereLm
n2m(ua i u2) are associated Laguerre polynomials, w

get

p~n1 ,n2 ,a1 ,a2!

5e2(ua1u21ua2u2)U (
r 15n1

N

(
r 25n2

N

Cr 1 ,r 2
An1! 3n2!

r 1! 3r 2!

3~a1* !r 12n1~a2* !r 22n2Ln1

r 12n1~ ua1u2)Ln2

r 22n2~ ua2u2!U2

.

~15!
04430
t
n-
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This expression for photon distribution of the displaced e
tangled state is then substituted in Eq.~12! to obtain the
reconstructed photon statistics and finally the Wigner fu
tion is obtained using expression~11!.

We presented a scheme based on Autler-Townes spec
copy to reconstruct the Wigner function for the two-mo
entangled state in a high-Q cavity. There are a few condi
tions that should be satisfied for the reconstruction of Wig
function. The most important one is the selection ofk1 /g
andk2 /g. These two parameters should be selected in su
way that the peaks in the spectrum associated with diffe
values ofn1 and n2 are clearly resolved. We proposed o
scheme for a general kind of entangled state in which ther
not any relation between the number of photons in t
modes. However, the same procedure can be applied to o
cases such as the case where the number of photons in
modes are the same or the case where the number of pho
in two modes are fixed@19#. For the resolution of the peak
in the Autler-Townes spectrum we arrived at the conditio
as mentioned in Eqs.~7! and ~8!. Both these conditions re
quire large ratios of vacuum Rabi frequencies (k1 and k2)
for transitionsuc1&2ua& and uc2&2ua& to the atomic decay
rate g from level ua&2ub&. In Fig. 2 we have plotted the
spontaneous emission spectrum and reconstructed ph
statistics for the case when (k1

22k2
2)/(2gAk1

21k2
2)51.16.

The values ofk1 /g andk2 /g for this case come out as 16.6
and 15, respectively. The recent experiments@20–22# show
that these ratios are quite accessible.

Another important limitation is that the atomic decay rat
from levelsuc1&2ua& anduc2&2ua& should be much smalle
than the decay rateg from level ua&2ub&. This condition is
necessary because these decay may change the photon
tics of the field inside the cavity.
i-
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